Cooperative Response Center, Inc.

Toll-Free Solutions for Managing Electric Utility Call Flow
Understanding the features and benefits of advanced toll-free routing schemes for distributing
calls to multiple sites, controlling spikes in call volume and improving call completion.

T

his information is being provided from the perspective of Cooperative Response Center,
Inc. (CRC), a call center offering call handling and dispatching services to over 300 utilities,
most of which serve between 5,000 and 100,000 meters. The solutions discussed most likely
pertain to electric distribution systems that fall within that range. The content is based on
CRC’s experience with designing and managing toll-free routing schemes that utilize advanced
features.

Background

Many businesses including electric utilities created and published toll-free numbers in the
1970s and 1980s as a benefit to their customers when long-distance charges were considered
a significant household expense. Over time, the “800 number” became a fixed identity with the
business that published it.
Traditional use of a toll-free number meant the number was published by a business and
used by callers to make free calls to the organization. That toll-free number terminated on
a landline number and that was the extent of it. The term “routing” wasn’t relevant because
the toll-free number had only one place to route: the local 10-digit local phone number upon
which the toll free calls funneled into. One hundred percent of the call-handling or forwarding
capability depended on that local number and the phone system behind it. Words like flexibility,
controllability and redundancy didn’t describe a relationship between a toll-free number and its
single point of termination.
The need for toll-free numbers has declined from the standpoint of offering consumers a “free
call” since most calling plans now include long-distance dialing. However, the popularity of tollfree service remains very high due to the features and benefits that the toll-free provider can
offer. In fact, there are utilities that publish toll-free numbers for the purpose of controllability of
the call-flow despite not having any consumers living outside of a local, free calling area. This
discussion will explore those toll-free features, specifically as they relate to electric utility industry.

Electric Utility Industry Challenges

Most in the industry are all too familiar with call-answering issues. The obvious challenge is
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the unpredictable spike in calls caused by a power outage, which could be caused by just
about anything. The utility’s employee-to-consumer ratio means no utility will have enough
staff to accommodate the volume of incoming calls during a major outage. Outsourcing to call
centers and use of IVR automation to handle outage calls are the common practices, but these
solutions do not resolve the issue of getting calls to the right place in a volume that is sufficient.
As a result, consumers calling to report power outages often receive busy signals.
The utility’s issue goes beyond the risk of a scarred reputation for offering shoddy customer
service. The need for data collection during an outage event is critical for the operation of
restoring power. When a storm rolls through an electric distribution system, knowing the
location of every consumer affected will help determine whether multiple crews are needed to
restore power or if the entire event was caused by just one fault or device failure.
Looking beyond the outage issues, in what was traditionally a check-by-mail industry, the
handling of billing and payment calls are now an increasing challenge to utilities as well.
Compliance to payment card industry regulations has caused some utilities to change
practices or outsource payment call handling entirely. As a result, managing the flow of calls
based on call type is becoming increasingly necessary, even with smaller utilities.
In simple terms, a typical electric utility might seek solutions to handle all or some of the
following call types:
• Outage calls “live” (high capacity)
• Outage call automation (high capacity)
• Billing/payment “live” customer service
• Billing/payment call automation
• Other “live” customer service
While considering the call types listed, the call flow becomes even more complex when
factoring business-hours rules and overflow rules. For example, some utilities will send 100
percent of outage calls to a third-party call center regardless of the time of day, while others
prefer to handle them internally during business hours. Some utilities use in-network IVRs,
some use IVRs hosted by a third party, and others want nothing to do with an IVR. Call flow
preferences and combinations mixed with overflow at multiple sites can be overwhelming at
first glance.

Toll-free Routing Versus Forwarding

For utilities that use off-site call centers for after-hours and/or overflow calls, the use of
traditional call forwarding often has limits. Whether the utility’s phone system redirects calls to
the call center or if the forwarding occurs prior to the call entering the utility’s network (at the
local phone service provider level), the channel through which forwarding occurs can become
a bottleneck during spikes in call volume creating busy signals for callers. For utilities that
publish a local number, traditional call forwarding is probably part of a solution despite its
faults. However, when toll-free numbers are used exclusively or in addition to a local number,
the toll-free calls can be redirected independently, in the toll-free provider’s cloud, so they don’t
contribute to and become limited by the local forwarding bottleneck.

Toll-free Service Solutions

To understand the toll-free solution, it is important to understand the general concept of a tollfree call in the cloud-based network. The “dialed number” simply delivers the call to a server
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network which will ultimately determine where that call goes. There is no specific hardware,
line, switch or unique server through which the call must pass unlike many landline numbers.
Once a dialed call enters the toll-free cloud, the final destination of the call is determined by
features, rules and criteria at the moment the call is presented. The toll-free cloud itself is
robust and highly redundant as it continuously supports critical connections including alarms
and other life-sensitive communication.

Solution: Redundancy

To start, the most very basic toll-free solution that every utility should have is
redundancy. A toll-free number that terminates on only one number is 100 percent
reliant on the local service that provides that number. For example, if a utility’s published
toll-free number 800-111-2222 terminates on the local 10-digit number (507) 111-2222
provided by “Mylocaltown Telecom,” then the utility’s toll-free number will also appear to
be out of service any time (507) 111-2222 is out of service. This means a local fiber cut
can knock a utility off the telecom grid until that fiber cut is restored.
This is exactly what happened to a CRC member cooperative in Ohio in 2013. The utility
had no phone service for an entire business day, local or toll-free. While a redundant
toll-free solution would not have prevented the local number from being down, having
an alternate toll-free termination to somewhere outside of the local exchange would
have eased the pain. Rather than purchasing ads on the local radio station offering a
cell phone number to which consumers could call in the case of an electric outage, the
cooperative could have urged members to use the co-op’s published toll-free number
which would have been routed to the call center (CRC is this case) for nearly seamless
call handling. Those that normally dial toll-free would not have noticed any glitch that
day.
In this case, the co-op couldn’t even reach their local telecom office (a nationally known
telecom provider) to make changes or set up a special recording. The local office was in
chaos mode based on the number of businesses and consumers impacted.
After this incident, this electric cooperative changed its toll-free provider (while keeping
the same number) to a carrier apart from its local service, and set up a routing plan
where calls can automatically route to an alternate termination when local service is
hindered. In their case, they used AT&T’s toll-free routing and used CRC’s call center
(Minnesota) as their alternate termination. That termination is ready to handle calls for
the co-op 24/7/365 without advanced notice.
For utilities that have multiple offices, setting them up as alternate destinations on a
single toll-free number is practical, assuming the sites are in different local exchange
areas (different prefixes and preferably different local providers). Having an overflow call
center as an alternation termination is also ideal.
Changing terminations might be triggered by an automated feature (Alternate
Destination Routing (ADR), described below) or manually using call-in customer service
or a web portal provided by the carrier. CRC provides hands-on management of AT&T
toll-free numbers as a service to its member utilities.
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Solution: Scheduling Rules

Once a toll-free number is set up with multiple terminations, rules can be applied to
determine where a call goes. The most common set of rules relates to time of day, day
of week, and holidays. Utilities frequently route all toll-free calls to their after-hours call
center using these rules. Again, locally dialed calls may need to use traditional callforwarding, separate from toll-free routing, unless these calls are forwarded to the tollfree number to which scheduling rules apply.

Solution: Overflow

AT&T labels this feature “Alternate Destination Routing” or ADR, and it will be the
specific feature that described in this outline. Other toll-free providers may offer similar
features.
ADR is a feature that uses two separate triggers to send calls to a predetermined
alternate destination.
		
1. No-answer after approximately four rings
		
2. Busy signal (detected by toll-free carrier in a number of predefined formats)
Utilities using this feature may apply this rule to toll-free calls to its main office or to any
node of a menu that is hosted by the toll-free carrier. The alternate destination may be a
second utility office or, more commonly, a call center such as CRC.
ADR is ideal for the following electric utility scenarios:
		
• Redirecting business-hours overflow calls to a call center (while 100 percent of
after-hours calls route to the call center based on schedule routing)
		
• Redirecting calls at any hour to a call center when the call-flow uses the utility
as the primary call handling site 24/7.

Solution: Hosted Announcements and Menus

Every feature described to this point involves the routing of a toll-free call. In this case, a
menu in the cloud can define the routing of the call. In a typical electric utility example,
calls may go two, three or four different directions based on the initial menu. Sub menus
can exist within the local networks once the call has reached its proper destination.
Actual example of AT&T’s call prompter (hosted menu) used by a Wisconsin electric
cooperative:
A toll-free number hosts a menu stating, “Thank you for calling XYZ Energy. To
report a gas problem or gas emergency, press one. To report an electric outage,
press two. To use the automated billing and payment system, press three. For all
other calls or to speak with a customer service representative, please remain on
the line.”
Press 1 (gas) calls go straight to the utility’s outsourced natural gas call center, 24/7.
Press 2 (electric outage) calls go through a time/day separator, allowing businesshours calls to go to the utility with ADR, meaning they redirect to the overflow call
center if a busy signal occurs, while 100 percent of after-hours calls go to the call
center.
Press 3 (billing and payment) calls go to an automated billing call processor that is
hosted by a third party.
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Press 4 (other) calls also go through a time/day separator, allowing business-hours
calls to go to the utility with ADR, meaning they redirect to the overflow call center
if a busy signal occurs, while 100 percent of after-hours calls go to the call center.
In the scenario above, calls to the toll-free number may route to any of four locations
in four states handling four different types of calls. This menu drastically reduces the
volume of calls that make it into the utility’s phone system, and reduces the need to
maintain line capacity for forwarding and redirecting calls back out of the network.
In a similar situation, a Pennsylvania electric cooperative uses a menu with three
options. In this case, they have four toll-free numbers that route to the same hosted
menu. Since this utility had published more toll-free numbers in the past than it wished
to use today, three of the four toll-free numbers pass through a special announcement
explaining that these numbers will be retired (with instructions on what number should
be used) before advancing the call to the normal menu. Callers dialing the correct
number won’t hear the announcement.
These two examples shed light on the range of solutions when you start adding menu
selection with multiple nodes, and varying features or schedules on each node.

Big-Picture Benefits of Toll-free Routing Schemes

Moving the initial call traffic and control (features) outside of a utility’s network reduces the
need for investing in local call-handling infrastructure and capacity. It also reduces vulnerability
that a local network condition, “technical glitch” or even disaster/evacuation could knock out
customer communication altogether. Many utilities use routing features to reduce the impact of
being short staffed, even for day-to-day business.
Throughout the explanations of toll-free features, we’ve frequently referenced AT&T toll-free
service. This happens to be the provider chosen by CRC as we built our multi-site network
well over a decade ago. Within CRC’s call handling design, we created a platform where 100
percent of the calls enter our network on an AT&T toll-free number. If a call doesn’t originate
on an AT&T toll-free number, it is forwarded to one. This gives us the control to redirect calls
across CRC’s three sites or automatically self-heal if one site is disabled or falls off the telecom
grid. Basically, we control where calls will terminate before they get into our network.
While the toll-free features and services described are not entirely specific to AT&T, those
are the services with which we are the most familiar. As a result, we have advised many CRC
member utilities to use AT&T for their own toll-free provider so we can each use toll-free
services while sharing traffic on the same dialed number.

Contact CRC

For more information about CRC’s toll-ree call flow solutions, email info@crc.coop or call 800892-1578 and ask to speak to a regional business manager.
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